
 

Sometime ago, a film named "Grand Masti" was released in theaters. It became a huge hit and garnered great reviews. The film features an ensemble cast of actors and actresses including Riteish Deshmukh, Vivek Oberoi, Aftab Shivdasani and Sunny Leone. This poster has also been released online for entertainment purposes. The plot behind the movie is to see what could possibly happen if 11
people were stranded on an island with no escape routes except for one boat that can hold only six people but that leaves at 2pm every day. This movie is rated by IMDb as 7/10 stars overall and 4/5 stars among audience members surveyed by Reddit. The poster can be seen in the following locations:

The movie is produced by Balaji Motion Pictures and distributed by Reliance Entertainment. It was released on 10 March 2017, and released on DVD & Blu-ray VOD platforms on 16 March 2017. It features a dubbed Hindi version of the original film's title, "Grand Masti". It received a positive response from critics and audience alike. The movie collected a total of 15196 million in the opening week
and the total domestic gross of the movie is 350.5 million. The music for this film is composed by Amit Trivedi, who won the Filmfare Award for Best Music Director in 2016 for his work on "Kabali". "Grand Masti" received mixed reviews from critics with praise going to the comedy and satire aspects while criticism was directed at the over-the-top nature of many scenes, especially those featuring
Sunny Leone. The film received a fresh rating of 42% on Rotten Tomatoes. A critic said, "Grand Masti" is an unending celebration of the joys of excess. The movie is all about over-the-top behavior, frequent bathroom breaks and hilarious distractions." The movie collected a total of 15196 million in the opening week and the total domestic gross of the movie is 350.5 million. IndiaGlitz gave the film
4/5 stars praising it for being funny and that it would make you laugh from start to end. A critic from The Times Of India commented ""Grand Masti" has its moments but it's a bit too much with too many loud laughs. " The film marked Vivek Oberoi's maiden appearance in half-a-million dollar films after several successes in Bollywood. It was Vivek Oberoi's third highest opening of his career,
behind "Karan Arjun" and "Befikre", which both had a strong opening of 10-11 million at the box office. The movie was also the sixth highest opener for Riteish Deshmukh after, "Dhobi Ghat", "Pyaar Ka Punchnama 2" and "Shivaay".The film had an opening weekend of 350 million at the box office with its drop on Sunday to be not more than 30% lower than Friday.
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